Prohibition of Photography/Filming Signage

No Unauthorised Photography or Filming
No Photography Signs Specifications

MATERIAL, DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
The material, design and construction of the warning notice shall be as follows:

a) Warning Notice
The warning notice shall be made of sturdy material (example: rx. 18G aluminium sheet) sprayed in white background. The warning notice shall carry warning notices printed in English. The overall size should be 1220mm by 810mm.

b) Text and Characters
The height of all Captions and Instructions shall be 50mm and 35 mm, respectively. All text and characters shall be evenly and symmetrically aligned, printed in glossy black colour against the white background of the warning notice.

c) Silhouette and Border
The notice shall depict two images (prohibited signage) enclosed within a red border (Colour code #FE0002).